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WEEK 08. 
14th to 18th of August

Celebration part  at the office

DAY 01  Today was our last Monday meeting. We planed 
the week to keep track on all important things to fix 
before final presentations. We made the final adjustments 
in our summaries, later we put them into the common 
layout file which Aleks and Natalie prepared for the final 
presentations. 

DAY 02  The day was mostly dedicated to group work. 
The final deadline was approaching and there was still 
plenty of work to do. In the afternoon we had a visit from 
Lina who was working in Park och Natur with a lake 
project. She had a brainstorming session with the “Public 
Spaces” group. 

DAY 03  In the morning we had a visit from Stefan 
Bengtsson, president of Chalmers University of 
Technology. He gave input on our four main projects. In 
the afternoon, we printed small “hand books”, a summary 
of our projects in order to give written overview on our 
process. Each group prepares their own presentation

DAY 04 We started the day with practicing our presen-
tations and giving feedback to each other. We wanted 
to be prepared for variety of questions. In the afternoon, 
we had the final presentations in the city center, in one 
of Gothenburg University buildings. A lot of stakehol-
ders came to listen to presentations, as well as family and 
friends supporting us. We got feedback from them on 
our work during the last 8 weeks. The day  finished with 
dinner buffet and mingle with our guests. 

DAY 05 The final day of The (Summer) Space project. For 
presenting our results we had chosed to be in Bergsjön 
Library, an open public space, where everyone could join. 
It was a pleasure to share our ideas and listen to feedback. 
After the presentations we had a lunch and mingle in our 
office together with people who have participated in the 
event. After mingle we had final evaluation of the last 
week and summarised our experience. And for sure we 
had celebration part of the day: we received diplomas 
of participation and a sweet gift. Thanks for the nice 
summer work everyone! 


